There was a wedding at Cana in Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there. Jesus and his disciples were also invited to the
wedding. When the wine ran short, the mother of Jesus said to
him, “They have no wine.” And Jesus said to her, “Woman,
how does your concern affect me? My hour has not yet come.”
His mother said to the servers, “Do whatever he tells you.” Now there were six
stone water jars there for Jewish ceremonial washings, each holding twenty to
thirty gallons. Jesus told them, “Fill the jars with water.” So they filled them to
the brim. Then he told them, “Draw some out now and take it to the headwaiter.” So they took it. And when the headwaiter tasted the water that had become wine, without knowing where it came from — although the servers who
had drawn the water knew —, the headwaiter called the bridegroom and said
to him, “Everyone serves good wine first, and then when people have drunk
freely, an inferior one; but you have kept the good wine until now.” Jesus did
this as the beginning of his signs at Cana in Galilee and so revealed his glory,
and his disciples began to believe in him. — John 2:1-11
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Second Sunday in Ordinary Time

Reflections
Martin Luther King Day
Here Is a Way to Gather Your Household
to Pray on This Day
Leader: God of our work and of our
rest, again and again your creatures
take sides against one another. Oppression and violence are our sad inheritance. But we still look for you
where the lowly are raised up, where
the mighty are brought down. We find
you in your servants, and we give you
thanks for the witness and work of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Fill us with a
spirit and strength like his, so that day
by day we may see where our community is torn by repression and fear and ignorance, and so
give ourselves to healing. We make this prayer in the name
of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Reader: Listen now to a reading from the prophet Isaiah.
Let these ancient words come to life in memories of Dr.
King, who was able to look at sorrow and trouble and yet
tell of his dreams of a just society. (Read Isaiah 62:1–5.)

January 16, 2022

Pray the Rosary
The Family That Prays Together
Stays Together.
— Venerable Father Patrick Peyton
Rise and Shine: Please join us at 7:52
a.m. for the Rosary before the 8:30 AM Daily Mass.
Afternoon Prayer: We will recite the Rosary (or another
devotion) each Tuesday afternoon at 4pm in the Church.

Leisure Club
On Tuesday, January 11, 2022, the Leisure Club will resume their weekly meetings in The Parish Center at 2:00
PM. Proof of vaccination is required for all attending.

“There are a variety of gifts, but the same Spirit.”
Is the Holy Spirit leading you to share your gifts
as a priest, deacon or in the consecrated life?

The following questions may be used to guide a discussion:
1. How does the Isaiah reading remind us of Dr. King’s life
and work?
2. What do I know of the world he wanted to change? What
do I remember thinking about Dr. King and his followers?
3. Much has changed since Dr. King’s time. Much has not,
and some things have grown worse. When I look into my
own heart, what do I think of the racism that is still there?
What sort of stereotypes still exist?
4. What did we learn from Dr. King about suffering and
nonviolence, about changing unjust laws, about the connection between war and racism, about the connection between justice and peace?

After the discussion, the leader can invite all to join in prayer and intercession. All may add prayers of their own.
Leader: Help us, Lord, to draw strength from the words
and vision of Martin Luther King. (silence) Give us courage,
God, to face the unfair judgments we make of other races,
other cultures, other ways of life. Give us the willingness to
be fair. (silence) Show us, O God, how to be the church of
Jesus: always facing up to injustice, speaking for the silent,
calling the world from violence.
To conclude, the leader can invite all to pray the Lord’s
Prayer. The song, “We shall overcome,” closely associated
with Dr. King’s life, could be sung.
This material originally appeared in the 1986 packet from the
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice.

Contact the Vocation Office at (718) 827-2454
Or email: vocations@diobrook.org

Job Opportunity
Parish in Eastern Queens looking for a Part Time Bookkeeper/Secretary. Computer skills a must with proficiency in
Microsoft Office. Microsoft Publisher a plus. 1-2 Years of
Quick Books Experience a must.

Email resume to parishsecretary1@gmail.com

You are the God who
does wonders;
among the peoples
you have revealed
your might.
Psalm 77:15
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Pope Francis’ Homily at St. Peter’s Basilica

Solemnity of the Epiphany of the Lord
Wednesday, January 5, 2022
The Magi travel towards Bethlehem. Their pilgrimage speaks content with “maintenance” rather than allowing itself to be
also to us, who are called to journey towards Jesus, for he is
startled by Jesus and by the explosive and unsettling joy of
the North Star that lights up the sky of life and guides our
the Gospel. It is sad when a priest has closed the door of desteps towards true joy. Yet where did the Magi’s pilgrimage
sire, sad to fall into clerical functionalism, very sad.
to encounter Jesus begin? What made these men of the East
set out on their journey?
The crisis of faith in our lives and in our societies also has to
do with the eclipse of desire for God. It is related to a kind of
They had excellent reasons not to depart. They were wise
slumbering of the spirit, to the habit of being content to live
men and astrologers, famous and wealthy. Having attained
from day to day, without ever asking what God really wants
sufficient cultural, social and economic security, they could
from us. We peer over earthly maps, but forget to look up to
have remained content with what they already knew and pos- heaven. We are sated with plenty of things, but fail to hunger
sessed. Instead, they let themselves be unsettled by a quesfor our absent desire for God. We are fixated on our own
tion and by a sign: “Where is he who has been born king of
needs, on what we will eat and wear (cf. Mt 6:25), even as we
the Jews? For we have seen his star…” (Mt 2:2). They did
let the longing for greater things evaporate. And we find ournot allow their hearts to retreat into the caves of gloom and
selves living in communities that crave everything, have eveapathy; they longed to see the light. They were not content to rything, yet all too often feel nothing but emptiness in their
plod through life, but yearned for new and greater horizons. hearts: closed communities of individuals, bishops, priests or
Their eyes were not fixed here below; they were windows
consecrated men and women. Indeed the lack of desire leads
open to the heavens. As Benedict XVI said, the Magi were
only to sadness and indifference, to sad communities, sad
“men with a restless heart… They were filled with expectapriests or bishops.
tion, not satisfied with their secure income and their respectable place in society… They were seekers after God” (Homily, Let us look first to ourselves and ask: How is the journey of
6 January 2013).
my faith going? This is a question that we can ask ourselves
today, each one of us. How is the journey of my faith going?
Where did it originate, this spirit of healthy restlessness that Is it parked or is it on the move? Faith, if it is to grow, has to
led them to set out on their journey? It was born of desire.
begin ever anew. It needs to be sparked by desire, to take up
That was their secret: the capacity to desire. Let us think
the challenge of entering into a living and lively relationship
about this. To desire means to fuel the fire that burns within with God. Does my heart still burn with desire for God? Or
us; it drives us to look beyond what is immediate and visible. have I allowed force of habit and my own disappointments to
To desire means embracing life as a mystery that surpasses
extinguish that flame? Today, brothers and sisters, is the day
us, as an ever-present cranny in the wall that beckons us to
we should ask these questions. Today is the day we should
look into the distance, since life is not just our here and now, return to nurturing our desire. How do we do this? Let us go
but something much greater. It is like a blank canvas that
to the Magi and learn from their “school of desire”. They will
cries out for colour. A great painter, Vincent Van Gogh, once teach us in their school of desire. Let us look at the steps
said that his need for God drove him to go outside at night to they took, and draw some lessons from them.
paint the stars. For that is the way God made us: brimming
with desire, directed, like the Magi, towards the stars. With
In the first place, they set out at the rising of the star. The
no exaggeration, we can say that we are what we desire. For Magi teach us that we need to set out anew each day, in life as
it is our desires that enlarge our gaze and drive our lives for- in faith, for faith is not a suit of armour that encases us; inward, beyond the barriers of habit, beyond banal consumer- stead, it is a fascinating journey, a constant and restless
ism, beyond a drab and dreary faith, beyond the fear of bemovement, ever in search of God, always discerning our way
coming involved and serving others and the common good.
forward.
In the words of Saint Augustine, “our entire life is an exercise
of holy desire” (Homily on the First Letter of John, IV, 6).
Then, in Jerusalem the Magi ask questions: they inquire
where the Child is to be found. They teach us that we need to
Brothers and sisters, as it was for the Magi, so it is for us.
question. We need to listen carefully to the questions of our
The journey of life and faith demands a deep desire and inner heart and our conscience, for it is there that God often speaks
zeal. Sometimes we live in a spirit of a “parking lot”; we stay to us. He addresses us more with questions than with anparked, without the impulse of desire that carries us forward. swers. We must learn this well: God addresses us more with
We do well to ask: where are we on our journey of faith?
questions than with answers. Yet let us also be unsettled by
Have we been stuck all too long, nestled inside a convention- the questions of our children, and by the doubts, hopes and
al, external and formal religiosity that no longer warms our
desires of the men and women of our time. We need to enhearts and changes our lives? Do our words and our liturgies tertain questions.
ignite in people’s hearts a desire to move towards God, or are
they a “dead language” that speaks only of itself and to itself? The Magi then defy Herod. They teach us that we need a
It is sad when a community of believers loses its desire and is courageous faith, one that is unafraid to challenge the sinis-
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Electronic Giving

ter logic of power, and become seeds of justice and fraternity in societies where in our day modern Herods continue to
sow death and slaughter the poor and innocent, amid general indifference.
Finally, the Magi return “by another way” (Mt 2:12). They
challenge us to take new paths. Here we see the creativity
of the Spirit who always brings out new things. That is also
one of the tasks of the Synod we are currently undertaking:
to journey together and to listen to one another, so that the
Spirit can suggest to us new ways and paths to bring the
Gospel to the hearts of those who are distant, indifferent or
without hope, yet continue to seek what the Magi found: “a
great joy” (Mt 2:10). We must always move forwards.
At the end of the Magi’s journey came the climactic moment: once they arrived at their destination, “they fell
down and worshiped the Child” (cf. v. 11). They worshiped. Let us we never forget this: the journey of faith
finds renewed strength and fulfilment only when it is made
in the presence of God. Only if we recover our “taste” for
adoration will our desire be rekindled. Desire leads us to
adoration and adoration renews our desire. For our desire
for God can only grow when we place ourselves in his presence. For Jesus alone heals our desires. From what?
From the tyranny of needs. Indeed, our hearts grow sickly
whenever our desires coincide merely with our needs. God,
on the other hand, elevates our desires; he purifies them
and heals them of selfishness, opening them to love for him
and for our brothers and sisters. This is why we should not
neglect adoration, that prayer of silent adoration which is
not so common among us. Please let us not forget adoration.
In this way, like the Magi, we will have the daily certainty
that even in the darkest nights a star continues to shine. It
is the star of the Lord, who comes to care for our frail humanity. Let us set out on the path towards him. Let us not
give apathy and resignation the power to drive us into a
cheerless and banal existence. Let our restless hearts embrace the restlessness of the Spirit. The world expects from
believers a new burst of enthusiasm for the things of heaven. Like the Magi, let us lift up our eyes, listen to the desire
lodged in our hearts, and follow the star that God makes
shine above us. As restless seekers, let us remain open to
God’s surprises. Brothers and sisters, let us dream, let us
seek and let us adore.

@PONTIFEX
Sometimes, looking at our lives, we see only the
things we lack and forget the talents we possess.
Yet God gave them to us because He trusts us and
asks us to make the most of the present moment,
not yearning for the past, but waiting industriously for His return.

We prayerfully
request that you
consider signing
up for e-giving
from your computer, smartphone
or tablet. Make a
recurring donation or a one time
gift.
Your generous online donations will help sustain ministries that reflect God’s love.
It would be greatly appreciated if you consider St. Anastasia in your estate planning. Thank you for your
generosity and continued support It is genuinely appreciated.

Sign up today by visiting
faith.direct/NY28, or
text ‘Enroll’ to 917-540-0141.
Thank you for your continued support of our parish family.
God Bless You!

Social Ministry

Parish Social Ministry is there to assist the parish and surrounding communities. Please look to join us with the following planned projects:
•
•
•
•

Health Fair and Blood Drive
Thanksgiving meals and food drive
Grocery Store Shopping to help the food pantry at Immaculate Conception, Jamaica Estates
Homebound ministry

If you are interested in helping with any of these, please
contact Rose Ruesing at 718-225-5191 or dff@sta.nyc
Also, we are still a drop off site for food scraps. The bin is
located behind the parish center across from the playground. You can drop in fruit, vegetables, eggshells, coffee
and tea grinds, nuts, dried flowers and houseplants. The
site is open all day, seven days a week.
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Pope Mourns Victims of NY Apartment Blaze

and respiratory arrest.

Heroic firefighters
New York Mayor Eric Adams told reporters that firefighters
continued to search for survivors even after their limited air
supplies ran out.
“Their oxygen tanks were empty and they still pushed
through the smoke,” he said.
Flames scorched only the apartment where the blaze began
and an adjacent hallway.
But officials said a door to a stairwell had been left open, allowing smoke to quickly spread through the building.
2022-01-10 — By Devin Watkins — A fire broke out in a 19story apartment building in the Bronx on Sunday morning.

Pope Francis, Building Bridges in the Name of
Fraternity

Over 200 firefighters were sent to battle the blaze, which en- 2022-01-10 — By Alessandro Gisotti — Pontiff: 'Builder of
veloped the second and third floors. Smoke filled the entire
bridges.' If there is one feature that has become increasingly
building, and officials said victims were found on every floor. clear in the course of nearly nine years of Pope Francis’ pontificate, it is precisely the tireless commitment of the SuccesAt least 19 residents died, including 9 children. Another 32
sor of Peter to building bridges in order to unite where there
people were sent to hospital, with several of them in critical
is division, to cross those visible and sometimes invisible barcondition.
riers of separation that prevent encounter.

Spiritual closeness and prayers

Pope Francis reached out on Monday to the victims and their
families with a telegram of condolences signed by Cardinal
Secretary of State Pietro Parolin and addressed to Cardinal
Timothy Dolan, the Archbishop of New York.
The Pope was “saddened to learn of the recent devastating
fire in the Bronx in which a number of children lost their lives.”
He offered his “heartfelt condolences and the assurances of
his spiritual closeness to those affected by this tragedy.”
The Holy Father also entrusted those affected “to the merciful love of Almighty God” and invoked “upon all consolation
and strength in the Lord.”

Electric heater started fire
Officials with the New York City fire department said the
blaze started in an apartment that spanned the second and
third floors and was started by a malfunctioning space heater.

Bridges between peoples and cultures, bridges between religious and political leaders that the Pope has worked to build
with an intensity and a sense of urgency that has increased
the more he has seen walls erected which, after the end of the
Cold War and the division of the world into two blocs, were
thought — perhaps a little too optimistically — to be relegated to the history books.
Today, this passionate and unbiased commitment is almost
unanimously recognised by the international community, as
demonstrated by requests for the mediation and intervention
of the Pope and the Holy See in so many crises of our time.

Dialogue and cooperation
Even in Monday's speech to the Diplomatic Corps (a sort of
Urbi et Orbi address on the state of health of the planet),
Pope Francis reiterated that dialogue and cooperation between peoples are stages along a path we cannot avoid if we
really want to prepare a future of hope for future generations.

They added that it is the city’s deadliest fire in three decades,
and that the building housed a large Muslim population.

“We should be unafraid,” he said in a key passage of his
speech, “to make room for peace in our lives by cultivating
dialogue and fraternity among one another.”

Fire Commissioner Daniel Nigro said some residents became
trapped in their apartments by the smoke. Some broke windows for air and stuffed wet towels under doors to keep the
smoke from entering.
Rescue crews found many of the victims in a state of cardiac

A space that needs an integral and not fragmented vision —
as dramatically demonstrated by the pandemic, another central theme in the audience with the ambassadors accredited
to the Holy See. In the eyes of the Church — “expert in humanity,” as Paul VI emphasises in Populorum Progressio —
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peace and development, the environment, and rights are interconnected. Everything fits together. The Church has humanity at heart and nothing else because, in the words of
John Paul II, “man is the way of the Church.”

vice. These concepts seem always to be in tension, but the
Christian, with the help of grace, can unify them in his or her
life.

Creativity of love

He pointed out that a Christian often experiences a ‘collision’
between the ideal he or she dreams of and the reality he or
she encounters. Just like the Virgin Mary, who had to give
birth to the Son of God in the poverty of a stable, the Pope
said “there is a painful clash between expectations and reality".

It is a love for humanity — especially for women and men
who are wounded, discarded, humiliated — to which Pope
Francis bears witness with words and gestures, following in
the footsteps of his predecessors and developing their Magisterium with that “creativity of love” that is a task ideally entrusted to each and every one of us.
Even in 2021, despite the immense difficulties generated by
the pandemic, Pope Francis has continued to erect arches
and establish pillars, to lay stones to reinforce the road. He is
not only initiating processes (to borrow a formula dear to
him), but also building bridges. Certainly, not all of them can
be completed; but this is no reason to give up.
As Pope Francis reassures us, “blessed are the builders of
peace,” even if the fruits of their work will be harvested by
others, and in times that we cannot now foresee.

Journey toward fraternity
The “impossible” journey to Iraq is perhaps the most extraordinary example of this effort by the Pope, and not only of the
past year. It was a trip that many had advised against, but
which proved to be a powerful, prophetic message in favour
of peace and fraternity.
This last — “fraternity” — for its part has become almost on
the other hand, is almost the second name on the “identity
card” of Pope Francis’ pontificate.
The Pope of Fratelli tutti — who in Mosul was able to affirm
that “Fraternity is more durable than fratricide” — reminds
us that on that bridge, called humanity, we must all take
steps in order to encounter one another. And we must do so
above all in order to meet those who are furthest away —
because however distant they may be from us, they are still
our brothers.

The ideal and reality

“The search for the common good is a matter of concern for
you, an ideal, in the context of your professional responsibilities,” the Pope told the group. It must come to terms with
the obligations imposed by the economic and financial systems currently in place, which often make a mockery of the
evangelical principles of social justice and charity. At times
their task weighs on them and their conscience comes into
conflict when the ideal of justice and the common good that
they would like to achieve have not been realized, and the
harsh reality presents itself as "a lack, a setback, a remorse, a
shock".

Guarding and meditating

This situation needs to be overcome with faith so that they
can persevere and not become discouraged. He offered them
the example of Mary, who in the face of the “scandal of the
manger”, was not discouraged and did not rebel, but reacted
by “guarding and meditating” it in her heart, demonstrating
an adult faith, which is strengthened by trial.
“To guard,” the Pope explained, “is to accept, in spite of the
darkness and in humility, the things that are difficult to accept, that we did not want, that we could not prevent; not to
try to disguise or ‘make up’ life, to escape our responsibilities.” “‘To meditate’ is to unify in prayer the good and bad
things that life is made up of, to grasp better the interweaving
and the meaning in God's perspective.”

Authority and service

With regard to “authority and service”, Pope Francis offered
the entrepreneurs Jesus the Good Shepherd as the model.
Jesus “knows how to go in front of the flock to show the way,
Pope: Church Needs Entrepreneurs with
knows how to stay among them to see what is happening
"The Smell of the Sheep"
there, and knows how to stay behind, to make sure that no
2022-01-07 — By Robin Gomes — Pope Francis “finds it very one loses contact”. He said that he has “often urged priests
beautiful and courageous that, in today's world often marked and bishops to have ‘the smell of the sheep", to immerse
by individualism, indifference and even marginalization of
themselves in the reality of those entrusted to them, to get to
the most vulnerable people, some entrepreneurs and busiknow them, to become close to them”. “I believe that this
ness leaders have at heart the service of all, not just the inter- advice also applies to you,” he said, encouraging them to be
ests of individuals or restricted circles”. He made the remark close to those who work with them at all levels, to take an
to a delegation of some 90 French business men and women interest in their lives, to be aware not only of their difficulwho are in Rome for a pilgrimage on the theme of the comties, sufferings, anxieties but also of their joys, plans and
mon good. To help them in the challenge of the common
hopes.
good, he spoke to them about two pairs of concepts based on
the Gospel values: ideal and reality, and authority and ser-
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CYO
AOK Boys Diocesan Swim Champions for the 3rd Time!

The AOK Boys CYO Swim team has
won their 3rd consecutive Brooklyn
Queens Diocesan CYO Boys Swim
Championships. AOK is sponsored
by St. Anastasia Parish, supported
by the zone parishes of Our Lady of
Blessed Sacrament and St. Kevin’s,
as well as many others in north-east
Queens. The team of 85 boys and
their families were led through the
challenging fall and winter 20212022 season, by Head Coach Henik
Calderon, Coach Melissa Diamond,
and a dedicated group of assistant
coaches/parent volunteers. 60 of
those boys climbed the blocks out at
Nassau County Aquatics Center on
January 8th, going toe to toe against
ten other teams from across the
Brooklyn Queens Diocese. Each
competing team had wins in the
four age divisions of novice, bantam, juniors and seniors. Our boys
all had a lot of fun in individual
events and relays, and the families were excited to finally be able to see their children compete live from the stands. Super
Seniors who missed out on the last season of their CYO careers due to Covid-19 in the 2020-2021 season, were also invited
to compete and join the Senior Walk of Honor. In the end, AOK was victorious, winning by almost 100 points over the 2nd
place team of OLAN (#1 team in Brooklyn), and 150 points over the 3rd place team, our main rival in Queens, St. Sebastian’s of Woodside. A beautiful ending to the 2021-2022 season that saw AOK bring home a slew of Gold, Silver, and Bronze
medals at CYO Swim Olympics in December, with two CYO Olympic
swimming records smashed (one held since 1987) and a third missed
by just 1/1000 of a second, win both of their dual meets, and now the
2021-2022 Diocesan Championships. The team gratefully thanks the
families and Parish of St. Anastasia for its support, the Parish Athletic
Representative Linda Doyle for all of her hard work this year in helping the season become a reality, CYO Swim Coordinator Kathy Kirker,
and Keith Goldberg, Executive Director, Catholic Youth Organization
for the Diocese of Brooklyn and Queens, for fighting so hard to ensure
our boys would have their season. And what a season it was!
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Reflections
How God Guides Us

The Revelation of God’s Guidance Follows Our Surrender

Have you ever found yourself saying when making a
decision, “If God would just tell me what to do”? Actually, He is more than willing. Like any parent that
would want to guide their child in the best path forward, we know and come to experience that God
wants to guide us, and that He wants what's best for
us—both now and in the long run.

In considering a decision, and seeking God’s guidance in this decision,
we must initially do our part. It is
good to undertake legitimate preparation, especially regarding big
decisions: considering various possibilities, anticipating road blocks,
weighing the pros and cons, etc.
And all of this preparation needs to
be done in the context of prayer.
Knowing that God wants what is
best for us, there is a principle that
is necessary to understand in order
to receive God’s guidance for the
situation under consideration. The
principle is: “revelation follows
surrender.” In other words, when
asking Jesus for guidance, we need
to truly desire His will in the matter. We will not receive Our Lord’s
guidance until we come to Him
“without our mind already made up” about the direction to take.

Surrender in this context of seeking
God’s guidance means having examined the possibilities with responsibility and a willingness to place the
outcome in His hands, and to trust Him. We will ultimately come to a place of relinquishment, where we
can say to Jesus, “I place this in Your hands, because I
want what You want. I believe it is best for me.”

We really aren’t able to come to a
place of surrender without first being convinced of God’s goodness.
In order to believe and trust God
with a sure confidence in Him, we
have to personally experience His
benevolence, His perfect goodness.
We open ourselves to identify and
remember His goodness through
times of quiet reflection, where Jesus gives us the grace to recognize
how He has helped and guided us
in the past, and His unchanging
desire to faithfully protect and
guide us now. With this, a firm
conviction that He is truly worthy
of our trust grows.

Having trust in God’s goodness, and a willingness to surrender to Him, are necessary to
receive Our Lord’s guidance and
follow Him. God will guide us. He cares about every
detail in our lives. Ask the Lord to deepen your belief in
His goodness and your desire to surrender to His guidIt is important that we don’t discount the desires of our
heart. If we already have a strong leaning as to what we ance. Watch for the amazing effect it will have!
want the outcome to be, we must be honest and tell this
Remember the principle:
to Jesus. These longings are different from things we
Revelation follows surrender.
simply want out of selfishness. God has placed desires
deep in our heart that He wants to fulfill. His direction,
as we come to understand it and He confirms it, will
By Ann and Carol Lankford
help us know the difference between what we think we
Diocese of La Crosse, Wisconsin
want and His true guidance. Remember that He really
This is the ninth in a series of bulletin inserts on
does want what is best and is good for us, what we re“How God Guides Us.” It is reassuring to know that
ally do want in the end!
the Lord will guide us in all aspects of our life. For
our part, we want to open our hearts and follow His
God’s direction will come to us after we express our
direction as we come to understand the ways in
willingness to follow His guidance in any given area.
which He normally guides us. Visit diolc.org/deeper
Therefore, what is needed is our surrender to God. Surfor the previous principles.
render is not being irresponsible or lazy, or having an
attitude that we “don’t care,” or that we “could care
less.”

Saint Anastasia Parish

Already have a FORMED Account?
1. Visit FORMED.org
2. Click Sign In
3. Enter your email
4. Click the link in your email
5. You're in! No more passwords!

Douglaston/Little Neck, New York

Registering on FORMED is easy!
1. Go to FORMED.org/signup
2. Enter "st. anastasia ny" to select our parish
3. Enter your name and email

Second Sunday in Ordinary Time

Bread & Wine Memorial
In Memory of

Maria Lisena
January 15 — 22, 2022

January 16, 2022

Mass Intentions
Sunday, January 16, 2022
5:00 p.m. Vigil Jeaneddy Silen
Harrison Family
8:00 a.m.

Prayer Intentions

10:00 a.m.

Please remember in your prayers our brothers and sisters who are
sick and all those who have died.

12:00 noon People of St. Anastasia Parish

Holy Father's Prayer Intentions
January 2022
For True Human Fraternity
We pray for all those suffering from religious discrimination and
persecution; may their own rights and dignity be recognized,
which originate from being brothers and sisters in the human family.

Stay plugged into St. Anastasia!

If you have a cellphone and have not joined Flocknote
please do it today! It is an easy way for us to communicate information to you regarding Parish happenings.
Two easy ways to stay in touch with the Church:
1 Online: Go to stanyc.flocknote.com
2 Cell Phone: Text stanyc to 84576
Text STOP to 84576 to stop text notifications. There is
no charge for this service but your carrier’s text and data rates may apply. Full terms at
www.flocknote.com/txt

Umberto Savocchi
Pietro & Paul Nardozi

Monday, January 17, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Ann Ferguson
Marion Cerulli
Tuesday, January 18, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Eileen Dettmer
Wednesday, January 19, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Otto Cerutti
Giulio Parente
Thursday, January 20, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Bubany & Filipas Family
Mary DeBlasio
Friday, January 21, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Virginia Voskerichian
Arlene Cavallo
Saturday, January 22, 2022
8:30 a.m.
Otto Cerruti
John Rawlins
Sunday, January 23, 2022
5:00 p.m. Vigil Celinda Vente
Oliver Shaw Fusaro
8:00 a.m.

People of St. Anastasia Parish

10:00 a.m.

Mario Carullo
Esther Dowling

12:00 noon Frank Diaz
Joseph Mario Reali

St. Anastasia Parish Registration
We welcome visitors who have joined us today. If you wish to join
our faith community, please fill out this form and place in collection basket during Mass or drop it off at the Rectory.
Name

………………………………………………………………………………

Address ………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
Phone

…………………… Email ...…………………………………………….

I have felt like Jeremiah, 'The word of God is in my
heart like burning fire shut up in my bones'
Martin Luther King, Jr. Referencing Jeremiah 20:9
Monday, January 17, 2022
Remembering Marin Luther King, JR.

